process and making basic research a higher funding priority.
But it is not clear whether she will have the power to make such changes. Canada's science ministers have historically operated with minimal budgets, and sometimes as junior ministers. Duncan's clout will not be put to the test until Trudeau releases his first federal budget in February. "She's a great person for the job, but is it window dressing?" says Kennedy Stewart, who tracks science issues for the New Democratic Party, the left-wing opposition to Duncan and Trudeau's middleleft Liberal party. "The budget will tell. "
In Canada, where ministers are chosen from among elected members of parliament, it is rare to see higher degrees in fields other than law or medicine. Trudeau's cabinet is a notable exception: Duncan, who earned a PhD in geography in 1992 at the University of Edinburgh, UK, is one of a small group of ministers with doctoral degrees in economics, sociology or engineering.
Duncan is perhaps best known for leading an expedition to Norway in 1998, prompted by her interest in pandemics. 
TRIAL TRIBULATIONS
But Duncan's political career, which began in 2008, has not been without controversy. Between 2012 and 2014 she introduced seven pieces of legislation, all related to neurological health. Two bills called for clinical trials of controversial treatments for multiple sclerosis; these were based on the work of Paolo Zamboni, an Italian physician who suggested that a circulatory condition called chronic cerebrospinal venous insufficiency was linked to the neurological disorder. Duncan's bills came after several studies failed to find evidence for Zamboni's claims, and concluded that the therapy was too expensive and risky for further trials.
But Duncan defends the legislation, saying that she wanted to encourage research on the brain. "In science we ask the questions. I asked a question: would the government look at the science?" she says.
In the long term, Duncan will work to improve Canada's science capacity -in part by establishing high-profile professorships in sustainable technologies. According to the United Nations, the country is one of only a few advanced economies whose total spending on research and development has declined relative to its gross domestic product.
Observers are keen to see what Duncan can achieve. "She's certainly got her hands full with limited resources, " Dufour says.
For now, Duncan is focused on establishing the post of chief science officer, to replace the national science adviser role that Harper eliminated in 2008. Physicist Ted Hsu, the Liberal party's former science spokesperson, says that this will take some thought. "She needs to set up something that's so good, it will survive a change of government in future. "
Duncan is happy to go slowly to work out the best system. "We want to get this right, " she says. 
